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This is a partial transcript from a video posted by a nurse practitioner
named Sara who has not revealed her last name or location. She is
delivering a message for one of her nurse friends at a hospital in New
York City. Her message pertains to the deliberate spreading of disease at
NYC hospitals as well as organized ventilator murder. News Australia & the
Daily Mail both covered Sara's report.
"I am licensed & certified. I am not on the front-lines. I have a friend in New York City who is on the frontlines." For her safety she can't go public. "So, I am her voice. I'm not going to name names or hospitals for the
safety of those involved. This is her account."
Sara claims that some NYC hospitals are literally murdering people with ventilators. Dr Cameron Kyle-Sidell, a
Brooklyn emergency medicine physician, put up a YouTube video a few weeks ago about ventilators killing
people. His video was taken down & he was removed him from ICU.
According to Sara, the protocol is sedation & IV antibiotics, with no Hydroxychloroquine, no Vitamins A, C, or
D. Regarding the use of vitamins to alleviate COVID-19 symptoms: "They [nurses/doctors] laugh; this is what
she told me, they laugh at that."
"She says this is a nightmare, it's out of a horror movie, & I don't want to be part of this."
Sara's friend told her they are murdering patients in NYC who have no advocacy (no family or friends) to
answer to the staff. These patients are frightened into consenting to being linked to a ventilator. "No one is
being held accountable. Sometimes they're not even resuscitating people. Again, left to rot & die."
"There are doctors all around the world sounding the alarm; these are the drugs that work; this is the path of
physiology of the disease; this is what's happening. And for some reason it's not changing. Even though some of
us know what's going on, nothing is changing on the front-lines."
"They stay in the same PPE [personal protection equipment] all shift, except for the top pair of gloves." Sara
says they are they're not changing their gloves, masks, or gowns because they are told that all people on an
entire floor have COVID. However, not all of them really do, so this actually spreads disease. "Even if they're
not COVID they're going to get COVID because they're using the same PPE all shift & they're carrying all that
contamination to all the patients."
"It's a horror movie ... not because of the disease, because of the way it's being handled." Her friend told her
there are plenty of resources to actually save people that are not being used. FEMA is paying for sick people to
stay in hotels. "And there are hundreds of nurses in the hotels waiting to be called onto a shift. So there is [staff]
enough if the goal were to actually save people."
"So, nurses are being celebrated as heroes. We see how the firetrucks & the police are lining up & practically
having these parades & celebrating them as heroes. Don't get me wrong I'm sure in some parts of the country
with other ICUs [they are]. I have friends working on the front-lines in ICUs & they are good nurses & some of
them are heroes. But we have nurses being celebrated as heroes who are killing people. They're not heroes."
Sara quotes her nurse friend in NYC, who said: "This is murder... People are being murdered & no one cares."

